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Swiss Presence @ WORLD ROBOT SUMMIT 2018, Tokyo JAPAN
Summary
Switzerland was invited to present its advanced robotics technology and efforts towards social inclusion at
the 1st World Robot Summit, which took place from October 17 to 21, 2018 in Tokyo, co-organized by
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Industry and Trade (METI) and the New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO). The Summit was a great success, with more than 75,000 visitors of
diverse backgrounds ranging from high-level officials to school children attending over the five days.
Participants from Switzerland merited from the good exposure, broadening their network under the umbrella
of the Swiss Pavilion, organized by the Science & Technology Office Tokyo, Embassy of Switzerland in
Japan, together with maxon Japan. The delegation was also given the opportunity to present the
CYBATHLON on stage at the Summit.
Two conferences were also organized by the Science & Technology Office Tokyo on this occasion. The
first of which was “Dialogue towards an inclusive society: Switzerland and Japan” co-organized with IBM
Japan. The second was a technology workshop, held in collaboration with Keio University’s Faculty of
Science & Technology. The Swiss and Japanese researchers were enthusiastic to meet their counterparts,
leading the way to a fruitful and long-lasting collaboration between universities.

Switzerland at the 1st World Robot Summit WRS
Switzerland was invited by the WRS organizers initiated by the Japanese government to showcase its
advanced technology; space for live demonstration was provided in a primary location inside the venue.
Along with prominent Japanese companies such as Omron Corporation, the team HSR Enhanced from
HSR Rapperswil (CYBATHLON 2016 wheelchair race winner) had the opportunity to present their latest
technology, a powered wheelchair capable of climbing up and down stairs and moving smoothly around
daily life obstacles.
During the five-day summit, team HSR Enhanced and its pilot Florian Hauser gave fifteen successful
demonstrations, including ten in which the wheelchair went up and down a six-step staircase. The
demonstrations were accompanied by explanations from Anni Kern of ETH Zurich on CYBATHLON, and
from HSR Enhanced team leader Prof. Christian Bermes on the different functions of the prototype. Each
time, they attracted a very large crowd of visitors from all over the world who asked many meaningful
questions. In addition, Prof. Bermes gave separate technical presentations on the wheelchair, drawing the
interest of many representatives from academia and industry. Kyoko Suzuki, Deputy Head of the S&T
Office Tokyo, and Estelle Zufferey, working for the CYBATHLON
Wheelchair Series Japan 2019 Project, translated the presentations
into Japanese. The demonstrations underlined the high level of
innovation and technology of Swiss Universities and education.

© HSR Rapperswil, Claudia Troger

Presentation of the powered wheelchair in “daily life setting” at the Swiss Pavilion
Just in front of the demo area, the Swiss Pavilion was set up to showcase the wheelchair in a daily life
setting. It was designed with a home-like setting with living-room and dining-room areas, to send the
message that assistive technologies should be useful for everyday life and to remind visitors that daily life
can be full of obstacles for people with disabilities. For example, it is not always easy for a wheelchair user
to fit under a table as wheelchairs cannot necessarily adapt to the different heights of various tables. The very
warm and comfortable atmosphere of the Pavilion also allowed visitors to interact fully with our participants
from ETH Zurich/CYBATHLON and the University of Applied Sciences Rapperswil (HSR Rapperswil).
The Pavilion thus reflected Switzerland various efforts and initiatives towards more awareness on social
inclusion, through the use of state-of-the-art assistive devices.
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Presentation as invited speaker and VIP Guests
During the summit Dr. Lukas Jäger from ETH Zurich was one of the few exhibitors that was invited by the
organizers to give a presentation in front of an audience of 200 academics, industry experts, students and
officials. He took the stand as one of the two speakers in the session “Cutting-edge Robotics Technology
Creating the Future and Social Change” alongside Prof. Yoshiyuki Sankai, Professor and Executive
Research Director at Tsukuba University and CEO of Cyberdyne Inc.
The Pavilion also had the honor to welcome special guests such as the Swiss Ambassador to Japan JeanFrançois Paroz, Tokyo Vice-Governor Junko Inokuma and executives of Japanese companies. The Swiss
Ambassador stayed for the demo and then had discussions with the Swiss visitors and Dr. Thomas Meyer,
Head of the S&T Office Tokyo. A VIP guest who happened to be present, Mr. Tadahiro Kawada, President
of Kawada Technologies, also joined the group.
Media Exposure
The Swiss Pavilion and its partners were highlighted in the media. The demo was notably covered by
Japanese newspapers including Tokyo Shimbun, Sankei Biz, Sankei News, and a barrier free channel, and
also mentioned numerous times on social medias (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube). Prof. Christian
Bermes from HSR Rapperswil was invited on Swiss Radio Zürisee to talk about his team’s experience in
Tokyo.

Swiss Presence at WRS in Kyodo News

Swiss Presence at WRS in Sankei News

Swiss Presence at WRS in Sankei Biz
Prof. Christian Bermes at Zürisee Radio

Swiss Presence at WRS in Tokyo Shimbun
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Some examples of the social media coverage:
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Swiss presence at WRS was also featured on the websites of the Embassy of Switzerland in Japan and of
the Swiss Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Japan (SCCIJ) (see articles below), as well as on various
Japanese websites.

Long article about the Technology Workshop on Keio University
Website

Article about Switzerland and
CYBATHLON at WRS on a Japanese blog

Many media inquiries followed the participation at the World Robot Summit, including from the Yomiuri
Shimbun, the Nikkei Shimbun and NHK, all of whom are planning to cover Swiss excellence and innovation
in the field of assistive devices.
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World Robot Summit 2018
With “Robotics for Happiness” as its slogan, the World Robot Summit aimed at showing to the general
public and in an accessible way how robots can solve the real challenges faced in the society. It was
constituted of two parts; the World Robot Challenge in which teams from all over the world competed in
different categories, and the World Robot Expo, featuring exhibitors and their advanced robotic
technologies. Switzerland took part in the latter. It was the first Summit organized under the initiative of the
Japanese government, and will be followed by the World Robot Summit 2020, planned to be held in Aichi
and Fukushima Prefectures.

Additional Exposures
Reception at the Swiss Ambassador’s Residence
All participants, along with the closest partners for the project, were invited by the Ambassador of
Switzerland to Japan, Mr. Jean-François Paroz, to a networking reception at his residence. The evening
was full of lively discussions and new interactions between the Japanese and Swiss guests.
Mr. Masatsugu Shimono, Vice-Chairman from IBM Japan Ltd. and Mr. Takashi Hara, Director, Olympic and
Paralympic Games Promotion Office, Citizens’ and Cultural Affairs Bureau of Kawasaki City gave a short
congratulatory remark following the welcome greeting by Ambassador Paroz. The President and Board
Members of the Swiss Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Japan, supporters of the CYBATHLON
Wheelchair Series Japan 2019, were also among the guests.
“Dialogue towards an inclusive society: Switzerland and Japan”
Before the opening of the World Robot Summit, the S&T Office Tokyo organized the conference on
inclusive society in collaboration with IBM Japan. The dialogue featured Japanese and Swiss researchers
developing creative initiatives and technology to help those with disabilities to overcome barriers in the
society, especially in the workplace. Prof. Stephan Böhm, Director of Center for Disability and Integration
of the University of St. Gallen, as well as Dr. Chieko Asakawa, IBM fellow and also member of the WRS
executive board, were among the distinguished speakers.
The event attracted a very diverse audience from academia, government and industries. For this
conference, a service based on speech recognition software generating automatic subtitles was provided
to support people with hearing impairment or other kinds of disabilities to better understand the
presentations.
Technology Workshop ahead of CYBATHLON Wheelchair Series Japan 2019
After the Summit, a Technology Workshop was co-organized by the S&T Office Tokyo and the Faculty of
Science and Technology of Keio University. The invited speakers were professors from Japanese and
Swiss Universities, who introduced their research on assistive devices and wheelchair prototypes being
developed in order to participate in the CYBATHLON Wheelchair Series Japan 2019 in Kawasaki. Prof.
Kohei Itoh, Dean of the Faculty of Science & Technology of Keio University, as well as Dr. Thomas Meyer,
Head of the Science & Technology Office, Embassy of Switzerland in Japan, opened the workshop. Mr.
Yoshihiro Kaiya, President of the Japan Barrier-free Association, was among the audience consisting of
experts from industry, academia, NPOs and interested individuals.
Meetings with University Professors
The S&T Office Tokyo set up two additional meetings for Prof. Böhm who could unfortunately not stay until
the WRS due to previous obligations. He visited Prof. Shinichiro Kumagaya of the University of Tokyo
working on tojisha kenkyu (self-support research by people with disabilities) and Prof. Takanobu Nakajima
of Keio University, whose research includes economics perspective on the welfare system, and
employment of people with disabilities. Prof. Böhm and the Japanese professors identified areas that were
of interest for both parties. Ideas for international conferences and follow-up meetings were brought up.
Other guests from the delegation had the opportunity to visit Prof. Tomoyuki Takahata from the University
of Tokyo, working on physical and visual sensors, as well as mobility robots developed in collaboration
with a major industry partner.
Additionally, at Keio University, the delegation visited the center developing different powered wheelchairs
for the CYBATHLON.
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Illustrations

Demonstration of the wheelchair going up the stairs

The design of the Swiss Pavilion was a home-like setting
© HSR Rapperswil, Claudia Troger

Ambassador to Japan Jean-François Paroz visited the Pavilion Presentation by Dr. Lukas Jäger
© HSR Rapperswil, Claudia Troger
© HSR Rapperswil, Claudia Troger

Mr. Florian Hauser going towards the stairs after showing to the crowd that his wheelchair
can properly fit under a table © HSR Rapperswil, Claudia Troger
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Participants of the Swiss Pavilion @ WRS


Federal Universities & University of Applied Sciences:
o

CYBATHLON by ETH Zurich, is an international competition for people with disabilities who
compete against each other in solving daily tasks, with the help of the latest assistive technologies.
The CYBATHLON aims to serve as a platform for exchange between people with disabilities,
technology providers and the public in order to raise awareness of the challenges faced by those
with disabilities and to promote the development of assistive technologies.

o

HSR Enhanced is the official CYBATHLON team of the HSR Hochschule für Technik Rapperswil.
The project is initiated by the Institute for Lab Automation and Mechatronics (ILT). The team
introduced their latest wheelchair ‘Zed Evolution’ and its different functions, including a caterpillar for
stairs-climbing and a robot arm that can be used to open and close doors.



Sponsors & Partners:



Special contributions to the Swiss Pavilion:
maxon Japan is a Swiss supplier of high-precision drive systems. The company supported World
Robot Summit 2018 as an established industry partner of Japan and shared its booth space with
the Swiss Pavilion, enhancing the exposure for both parties. It is also a long-time supporter of
CYBATHLON; in addition to the 2016 competition, the leading motor company is a Presenting
Partner of the Swiss-invented challenge in 2020. A delegation of executives from maxon motors
HQ constituted of Dr. Karl-Walter Braun, Owner, Mr. Martin Zimmermann, Head of International
Sales, and Mr. Marc Gottenkieny, Sales manager APAC, also visited the booth and exchanged with
the Swiss visitors to WRS.
Karimoku Furniture Inc. is a Japanese maker of wooden furniture that works with Swiss design
studio Big Game. The tables, chairs and sofa that were displayed were all designed by the three
Lausanne-based designers who also teach at ECAL.
informel architects is a Swiss architecture studio established in 2017. Ms. Khuê Do-Tran with a
Doctor’s degree from EPFL who currently resides in Japan supervised the booth design.

Swiss Pavilion @ WRS, Organizer:
Science & Technology Office Tokyo
Embassy of Switzerland in Japan
5-9-12 Minami Azabu, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-8589
http://www.eda.admin.ch/tokyo

Telephone +81 3 5449 8400
tok.science@eda.admin.ch
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Testimonials
“This conference enabled me to learn from the great work on the topic of disability and inclusion which is done
in Japan. It also provided me with a chance to extend my network and to meet great scholars at Japanese
universities.
I’m very grateful for the chance to participate and hope that many fruitful research collaborations will result
from this exciting conference and dialogue between Switzerland and Japan.”
- Dr. Stephan Böhm, University of St Gallen
“Speaking on behalf of team HSR Enhanced, I want to say thank you for the exemplary professionalism plus
kindness that STO showed from the first contact in February, during the event in October, and in the following
debriefing phase. We as participants particularly appreciated the following things, among many others: clear
communication, high flexibility [and] permanent availability of translators, who were of key importance to
convey our message to a Japanese audience.
STO really took our perspective on the event, which included wanting to explain our mission to a broader
public, … the hints you gave us on whom to talk to, in order to make our case, were invaluable.”
- Prof. Dr. Christian Bermes, University of Applied Sciences Rapperswil
“Many thanks to the Embassy of Switzerland for letting maxon Japan participating to the Swiss pavilion at
World Robot Summit. Demonstration of Cybathlon wheelchair generated lots of interest from Japanese and
international visitors. We could hand out more catalogues and related brochures than expected. We believe
that the event was successfully done.”
- maxon Japan Corporation
“The ‘Dialog for an inclusive society: Switzerland and Japan’ was a very enriching event. Thank you very much
for providing an information ensuring language service. It was very easy to understand…. I sincerely hope that
there will be more of such conferences to enable us to move forward step by step towards the realization of an
inclusive society.”
- E-mail from an NPO participant of the “Dialogue towards social inclusion: Switzerland and Japan”

Examples of Distributed Materials
Demo Pamphlet
“A wheelchair going up and down stairs?”

Demo Poster (Bilingual)
A1 Poster made by WRS organizers
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Invitations to the World Robot Summit (Bilingual): the Swiss Pavilion’s presence and related
events are highlighted in red
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Additional Exposure: «Dialogue towards an inclusive society: Switzerland and Japan»

15:00
15:05

15:30
16:15

16:40
17:00
17:15

17:35
17:50
18:00

Greetings
Thomas Meyer, Head, Science & Technology Office Tokyo, Embassy of Switzerland in Japan
Towards Democratization of Science and Medicine - Introduction to Tojisha-Kenkyu (user-led
research)
Shinichiro Kumagaya, Director, Disability Services Office
Associate Professor, Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology, Dept. of
Tojisha-Kenkyu, The University of Tokyo
Keynote: Accessible World with AI
Chieko Asakawa, IBM Fellow, IBM Watson Research Center IBM Distinguished Service
Professor, Carnegie Mellon University
Economic Advantages of Workplace Inclusion of People with Disabilities
- Drawing from Case Studies in Switzerland and Germany
Stephan Böhm, Director, Center for Disability and Integration
Associate Professor of Management, University of St. Gallen
Break
Case Study: Supporting Upper Limb Amputees through Community Activities
Genta Kondo, Agency Lab. Director, Catalyst, Mission Arm Japan
Case Study: Personal Experience of Working in Switzerland and Impact of CYBATHLON
Christian Bermes Professor, ILT Institute for Lab Automation and Mechatronics. University of
Applied Sciences Rapperswil
Florian Hauser Pilot of team HSR Enhanced, CYBATHLON 2016 Winner
How CYBATHLON is Expanding (Employment) Opportunities for People with Disabilities
Lukas Jäger, Competition & Sponsoring, CYBATHLON, ETH Zurich
Case study: Efforts towards Employment of People with Disabilities at a Swiss Company
Masahi Funasho President, maxon Japan
Q&A Session

Mr. Genta Kondo and Team HSR Enhanced

Dr. Stephan Böhm from the University of St.
Gallen and Dr. Shinichiro Kumagaya from the
University of Tokyo
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Additional Exposure: «Technology Workshop – Towards the CYBATHLON Wheelchair Series
Japan 2019»

14:00
14:05
14:35
15:05
15:20
15:35
16:00
16:15
16:30
17:00

Greetings
Kohei Itoh, Dean, Faculty of Science & Technology, Keio University
Thomas Meyer, Head, Science & Technology Office Tokyo, Embassy of Switzerland in Japan
CYBATHLON: explanation of the new rules and criteria for participation
Lukas Jäger, Competition & Sponsoring, CYBATHLON, ETH Zurich
Lessons from CYBATHLON 2016 and presentation of future technology developments
Christian Bermes, Professor, ILT Institute for Lab Automation and Mechatronics
University of Applied Sciences Rapperswil
Challenge of TEAM OECU to the CYBATHLON 2020
Seong-Hee Jeong, Professor, Dept. of Electro-Mechanical Engineering, Faculty of
Engineering, Osaka Electro-Communication University
Introduction of Chiba Institute of Technology Team
Takeshi Aoki, Associate Professor, Dept. of Advanced Robotics, Chiba Institute of
Technology
Coffee break
Wheelchair Type Mobility Robot Adapting to Escalators and Low-Floor Buses
Tomoyuki Takahata, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Mechano-Informatics,
Graduate School of Information Science and Technology, The University of Tokyo
Keio Fortississimo - Towards Smart Powered Wheelchair for High Mobility and Safety
Genya Ishigami, Associate Professor, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, School of Integrated
Design Engineering, Keio University
Q&A / Discussion
Tour of Keio’s Manufacturing Center

Dr. Thomas Meyer from S&T Office Tokyo
gave the opening speech © Keio University

Prof. Christian Bermes from HSR Rapperswil
introduced his team’s latest wheelchair
prototype © Keio University

Dr. Lukas Jäger from ETH Zurich during
the Q&A session © Keio University

